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Abstract
The continuation-passing style (CPS) transformation is
powerful but complex. Our thesis is that this transformation is in fact compound, and we set out to stage it. We
factor the CPS transformation into several steps, separating
aspects in each step:
1. Intermediate values are named.
2. Continuations are introduced.
3. Sequencing order is decided and administrative reductions are performed.
Step 1 determines the evaluation order (e.g., call-by-name
or call-by-value). Step 2 isolates the introduction of continuations and is expressed with local, structure-preserving
rewrite rules | a novel aspect standing in sharp contrast
with the usual CPS transformations. Step 3 determines the
ordering of continuations (e.g., left-to-right or right-to-left
evaluation) and leads to the familiar-looking continuationpassing terms.
Step 2 is completely reversible and Steps 1 and 3 form
Galois connections. Together they leading to the direct style
(DS) transformation of our earlier work (including rst-class
continuations):
1. Intermediate continuations are named and
sequencing order is abstracted.
2. Second-class continuations are eliminated.
3. Administrative reductions are performed.
A subset of these transformations can leverage program
manipulation systems: CPS-based compilers can modify sequencing to improve e.g., register allocation; static program
analyzers can yield more precise results; and overspeci ed
CPS programs can be rescheduled. Separating aspects of
the CPS transformation also enables a new programming
style, with applications to nondeterministic programming.
As a byproduct, our work also suggests a new continuation
semantics for unspeci ed sequencing orders in programming
languages (e.g., Scheme).

1 Introduction
Continuation-passing style (CPS) terms enjoy a number of
useful properties: They o er a good format for compiling and optimization [1, pages 4{6] and they enable nontrivial improvements for semantics-based program manipulation [6, 28]. CPS terms are independent of their evaluation
order [29, 30] and CPS is at the basis of several mathematical semantics of programming languages [12, 36]. On top
of that, the CPS transformation occurs in several areas of
theoretical Computer Science, including Category Theory
[13, 26, 37] and Logic [17, 27]. In short, there is something
truly fundamental in the CPS transformation, even though
it can be expressed in only three lines for the pure -calculus
[29]:
[ x]  =  x
[ x : e]  =  ( x :  k : [ e] k)
[ e0 e1 ]  = [ e0] ( v0 : [ e1] ( v1 : v0 v1 ))
Figure 1: Plotkin's call-by-value, left-to-right CPS transformation
The simplicity of this transformation is, however, deceiving. At least three things happen in the CPS transformation: Intermediate values are named, continuations are
introduced forcing terms into tail-recursive form, and terms
are sequenced [1, 9, 14, 16, 29, 33]. Our thesis is that the
CPS transformation is in fact a compound transformation.
We propose to stage the mapping between the DS world and
the CPS world.
We stage the mapping between DS and CPS terms as
follows. First we restrict the DS and CPS languages so
that continuations can be introduced and eliminated without disturbing the structure of the source term. The restricted languages are called CoreDS and CoreCPS, respectively. Then we de ne a transformation between ordinary
DS and CoreDS, and another transformation between ordinary CPS and CoreCPS. Thus the CPS and DS transformations are staged as follows:
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DS
CoreDS
CoreCPS
CPS
Our staged transformation shows a number of useful
properties:
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The sequencing order (i.e., the order in which independent sub-expressions should be evaluated) is isolated from the introduction and elimination of continuations.
 The introduction and elimination of continuations is
carried out with local, structure-preserving, and reversible rewrite rules.
 The staging isolates the fundamental CPS idea of
naming intermediate values and identi es it with the
administrative reductions of the DS transformation.
Symmetrically, it isolates the DS idea of naming intermediate continuations and identi es it with the administrative reductions of the CPS transformation [29].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
stages the CPS transformation of pure -terms. This staging
is extended to a Scheme-like language in Section 3. Section
4 addresses naming and unnaming DS terms while Section
5 addresses unnaming and naming CPS terms. In particular, Section 5.2 speci es how to extract tree-like context
information out of a string-like continuation. The mapping
between the DS and the CPS worlds scales up to handle
rst-class continuations, as described in Section 6. We illustrate the full transformation with an example in Section
7. Finally we conclude, raise some new issues, and present
applications.

yields the term



k:
( v4 :
( v5 : v4 v5  v0 :
( v2 :
( v3 : v2 v3  v1 : v0 v1 k)
x)
g)
x)
f

that gets simpli ed into the CPS term
 k : f x ( v : g x ( w : v w k))
On the other hand, if every sub-term of an application is either a variable or a -abstraction, the application is already
at. For example, a term such as
f ( x : x)
yields the term
 k : ( v0 : ( v1 : v0 v1 k)  x :  k : k x) f
that gets simpli ed into the CPS term
 k : f ( x :  k : k x) k
having the same structure as the original. This observation
suggests we restrict the DS language to a language where
all sub-terms are either variables or lambda-abstractions.
Following Reynolds [30], we refer to variables and abstractions, whose evaluation cannot loop, cause a sidee ect, raise an exception, or provoke an error, as trivial
terms.2 All other terms are serious. This distinction between trivial and serious terms is re ected in Plotkin's CPS
transformation. The continuation is applied to the result of
transforming a trivial term, whereas the transformation of
a serious term is applied to the continuation.
We thus de ne the following restriction of the DS language. We refer to this language as the CoreDS language
for the lambda-calculus. An expression e in CoreDS is either
trivial or serious, and sub-terms of a serious expression are
trivial:
e ::= t j s
t ::= x j  x : e
s ::= t0 t1
On this language we can re-express Plotkin's CPS-transformation (including its administrative reductions) with a
function [:] for trivial terms and a function [ :] for serious
terms. The CPS counterpart of a DS term e is given by
 k : h[e]i k.
h[t]i k = k [t]
h[s]i k = [ s] k
[x] = x
[ x : e] =  x :  k : h[e]i k
[ t0 t1 ] k = [t0 ] [t1 ] k
This transformation consists only of local and structurepreserving rewrite rules. In addition, it is stand-alone, since

2 CPS transformation with local and structure-preserving
rewrite rules
We rst derive a local and structure-preserving CPS transformation for the -calculus. To this end we rst restrict
the DS -calculus to a subset on which the traditional
CPS algorithm can be re-expressed with local and structurepreserving rewrite rules. We call this restriction of the DS
language, Core Direct Style (CoreDS). The image of the
CPS transformation on CoreDS terms is a restriction of
the CPS language, called Core Continuation-Passing Style
(CoreCPS). To restore expressiveness, we then introduce a
new special form to CoreDS language, and its counterpart
to CoreCPS. The resulting languages continue to be interconvertible with local and structure-preserving rewrite rules.
2.1 Restricting the DS language
A practical transformation based on Plotkin's CPS-transformation (cf. Figure 1) operates in two steps: rst a DS
term is rewritten into CPS, and second the result is simplied using \administrative reductions". As a consequence,
residual CPS-terms bear little resemblance to source DSterms. The two steps of the CPS-transformation can be
merged into one [1, 9, 38], but then the transformation is not1
expressed with local and structure-preserving rewrite rules.
The transformation still uses static reductions, even though
they are merged with the construction of the result. These
static reductions hide the net e ect of the transformation.
The administrative reductions essentially amount to unfolding the applications of the 's in Figure 1. This has the
e ect of attening the components of sub-terms of an application. For example, under left-to-right sequencing-order, a
DS term such as
(f x)(g x)
1 An observation due to Gordon Plotkin (personal communication
to the second author, Stanford, California, July 1991).

2 Trivial
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terms correspond to Plotkin's notion of value [29].

`
t ! t
k ` t * k t
`x!

x

`
t t
k ` t ) k t

k ` s ) s
k ` s * s
`

k ` e * e
 x : e !  x :  k : e

`x

x

` t0 ! t0
` t1 ! t1
k ` t0 t1 ) t0 t1 k

`

k ` e ) e
 x : e  x :  k : e

` t0

t0 ` t1 t1
k ` t0 t1 ( t0 t1 k

Figure 2: Restricted CPS transformation

Figure 3: Restricted DS transformation

it does not require any administrative reductions. So it is
both simpler to use and simpler to understand.
For example, our earlier example
f ( x : x)
directly yields the CPS term
 k : f ( x :  k : k x) k
without any administrative reductions.
Here is the BNF of the restricted CPS terms  k : e produced by this transformation:
e ::= k t j s
t ::= x j  x :  k : e
s ::= t0 t1 k

`
t $ t
k ` t *
) k t
`x$x

k ` s , s
k ` s *
) s
`

k ` e *
) e
 x : e $  x :  k : e

` t0 $ t0
` t1 $ 
t1


k ` t0 t1 , t0 t1 k

Figure 4: Restricted DS and CPS inter-transformations
intermediate results, such as nested function calls. Let us
now restore the expressiveness of the -calculus. Essentially,
the CPS-transformation names intermediate results [1, Section 1.1]. Observing that a name (i.e., a variable) is a trivial
term, we only need a special form for naming intermediate
results, with the constraint that it can be transformed into
CPS with a local and structure-preserving rewrite rule.
We choose to extend the BNF of serious CoreDS terms
with a bind-expression:
s ::= ::: j bind (x1 ; :::; xn ) = (s1 ; :::; sn ) in e
A bind-expression provides a name xi for the result of
evaluating a non-trivial term si that may occur as an immediate sub-term in e. For example, a DS term such as
(f x)(g x)
yields the term
bind (v; w) = (f x; g x) in v w
Symmetrically, unfolding all the bind-expressions yields a
DS term.
NB: In the rest of the paper, we use bind-expressions
interchangeably with their higher-order abstract-syntax
counterpart,
combine ( (x1 ; :::; xn ) : e) (s1 ; :::; sn )
Correspondingly, we extend the BNF of serious CoreCPS
terms with a schedule-expression:

where k is a meta-variable
representing the set of all continuation identi ers.3 We call this language the CoreCPS
language for the -calculus.
The transformation can be rewritten more expressively
in a natural semantics-style, as displayed in Figure 2. We
use Stoy's diacritical convention [35] of overlining DS terms
with an acute accent  and CPS terms with a grave accent .
Given a continuation k, a CoreDS term e is translated into
a CoreCPS term e whenever k ` e * e. Correspondingly, a
trivial DS term t is translated into a CPS term t whenever
` t ! 
t, and, given a continuation k, a serious DS term s is
translated into a CPS term s whenever k ` s ) s.
The resulting transformation is not only expressed with
local and structure-preserving rewrite rules | it is also reversible, as shown by Figure 3. Given a continuation k, a
CoreCPS term e is translated into a CoreDS term e whenever k ` e ) e. Correspondingly, a trivial CoreCPS term t
is translated into a CoreDS term t whenever ` t t and,
given a continuation k, a CoreCPS term s is translated into
a serious CoreDS term s whenever k ` s ( s.
We capture this symmetry by merging the contents of
Figures 2 and 3 in Figure 4.
2.2 Restoring expressiveness
The CoreDS and CoreCPS languages do allow inverse CPSand DS-transformations with local and structure-preserving
rewrite rules, but these languages cannot directly express
k

k ` s ( s
k ` s ) s

3 In the absence of control operators such as call/cc, one variable
is enough [8, 11, 31].
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s ::= ::: j schedule ( k : s1 ; :::;  k : sn )
( (x1 ; :::; xn ) : e)

e ::= t j s
t ::= c j i j l
s ::= t0 (t1 ; :::; tn ) j op (t1 ; :::; tm )
j cond(t1 ; e2 ; e3 )
j let (i1 ; :::; in ) = (t1 ; :::; tn ) in e
j letrec (i1 ; :::; in ) = (l1 ; :::; ln ) in e
j combine ( (x1 ; :::; xn ) : e) (s1 ; :::; sn )
l ::=  (i1 ; :::; in ) : e

A schedule-expression provides a name xi for the result
of performing a computation  k : si . For example, a term
such as
bind (v; w) = (f x; g x) in v w
yields the term
 k : schedule ( k : f x k;  k : g x k)
( (v; w) : v w k)
Choosing, e.g., left-to-right sequencing-order then yields the
CPS term
 k : f x ( v : g x ( w : v w k))
Accordingly, we extend the inter-transformations of Figure 4 with the rule displayed in Figure 5. This rewrite rule
is local and structure-preserving.

Symmetrically, a CoreCPS term for the Scheme-like language has the form  k : e and is de ned by the following
BNF:
e ::= k t j s
t ::= c j i j l
s ::= t0 (t1 ; :::; tn ; k) j op (t1 ; :::; tm ; k)
j cond(t1 ; e2 ; e3 )
j let (i1 ; :::; in ) = (t1 ; :::; tn ) in e
j letrec (i1 ; :::; in ) = (l1 ; :::; ln ) in e
j schedule ( k : s1 ; :::;  k : sn ) ( (x1 ; :::; xn ) : e)
l ::=  (i1 ; :::; in ; k) : e
As in Section 2.2, we can transform CoreDS terms into
CoreCPS terms, using local and structure-preserving rewrite
rules. These two transformations are exact inverses. They
generalize Figure 5 and are presented in Figure 7.
NB: These two transformations (minus the rule for
combine- and schedule-expressions) can be derived using
Consel's partial evaluator [5]. Specializing the CPS transformation with respect to CoreDS yields one half of the transformation of Figure 7. Dually, specializing the DS transformation with respect to CoreDS yields the other half of the
transformation of Figure 7.

3 A Scheme-like language
We now generalize the above transformations to a more realistic DS language, by adding Scheme's constants, primitive operations, conditional expressions, and let- and letrecexpressions [4]. We also consider n-ary functions.
e ::= c j i j l
j e0 (e1 ; :::; en ) j op (e1 ; :::; em )
j cond(e1 ; e2 ; e3 )
j let (i1 ; :::; in ) = (e1 ; :::; en ) in e
j letrec (i1 ; :::; in ) = (l1 ; :::; ln ) in e
l ::=  (i1 ; :::; in ) : e
Constants are trivial. For simplicity we classify all the other
new syntactic constructs as serious. We use continuationpassing primitive operators in the CPS world.
The CPS transformation is displayed in Figure 6. Here
is the BNF of the CPS terms  k : e this transformation produces:
e ::= k t j s
t ::= c j i j l
s ::= t0 (t1 ; :::; tn ;  v : e) j op (t1 ; :::; tm ;  v : e)
j cond(t1 ; e2 ; e3 )
j let k =  v : e in s
j let (i1 ; :::; in ) = (t1 ; :::; tn ) in e
j letrec (i1 ; :::; in ) = (l1 ; :::; ln ) in e
l ::=  (i1 ; :::; in ; k) : e
where v occurs once in  v : e.
NB: Originally, we derived the BNF of CPS terms by induction over DS terms and over the possible values of , in
Figure 6. Since then, we have veri ed it using Malmkjr's
analysis that takes a two-level -term and produces the
BNF of its result, based on abstract interpretation [22, 23].
Applying this analysis to the CPS transformer of Figure 6
yields the same BNF as the one derived by hand. We use
Malmkjr's analysis again in the following section.

3.2 Conclusion
To summarize, we have de ned a CoreDS language as expressive as the ordinary DS language, for both the -calculus
and the Scheme-like language. In CoreDS, the result of all
serious subcomputations are named. Similarly, CoreCPS is
as expressive as CPS. In CoreCPS, all intermediate continuations are named (by the parameters of expressions in the tuple argument to schedule). We have derived local, structurepreserving, and reversible transformations between the two
languages.
Let us now turn to the transformations between DS and
CoreDS, and between CPS and CoreCPS. These transformations are applicable to both the -calculus and the Schemelike language. They are described in the next two sections.
4 DS and CoreDS
In CoreDS, serious subterms must be named, whereas in DS
they may occur anywhere. Thus the transformations between these two languages simply amount to introducing or
eliminating names for serious expressions. Both transformations preserve the implicit sequencing order of DS. This
section is written in the spirit of the programming language
Scheme, where sequencing order is unspeci ed [4]. Further
re nements may be possible in a language that speci es a
sequencing order, as, e.g., in Standard ML [25].

3.1 CoreDS and CoreCPS
Along the lines of Section 2.2, we now de ne CoreDS for
the Scheme-like language. In CoreDS again, all sub-terms
but the actual parameters of bind-expressions are trivial. A
CoreDS term e is de ned by the following BNF:

DS
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CoreDS

k ` e *
k ` s1 , s1 ::: k ` sn , sn
) e
k ` combine ( (v1 ; :::; vn ) : e) (s1 ; :::; sn ) , schedule ( k : s1 ; :::;  k : sn ) ( (v1 ; :::; vn ) : e)

Figure 5: Extended DS and CPS inter-transformations

[ c]  =  c
[ i]  =  i
[  (i1 ; :::; in ) : e]  =  ( (i1 ; :::; in ; k) : [ e] k)
[ e0 (e1 ; :::; en )]]  = [ e0] ( v0 : [ e1] ( v1 : :::[ en] ( vn : v0 (v1; :::; vn ; ))))
[ op
 (e1 ; :::; em )]]  = [ e1] ( v1 : :::[ em] ( vm : (op
 (v1 ; :::; vm ; ))))
[ cond(e0 ; e1 ; e2 )]]  = [ e0] ( v0 : let k =  in cond(v0 ; [ e1] k; [ e2 ] k)
[ let (i1 ; :::; in ) = (e1 ; :::; en ) in e]  = [ e1] ( v1 : :::[ en] ( vn : let (i1 ; :::; in ) = (v1 ; :::; vn ) in [ e] ))
[ letrec (f1 ; :::) = ( (i1 ; :::; im ) : e1 ; :::) in e]  = letrec (f1 ; :::) = ( (i1 ; :::; im ; k) : [ e1] k; :::) in [ e] 
where k is a fresh variable. A DS term e is transformed into CPS as  k : [ e] k.
Figure 6: The call-by-value CPS transformation

` t $ t
k ` t *
) k t
` c $ c

k ` s , s
k ` s *
) s

` i $ i

`  (i1 ;

` t0 $ t0

::: ` tn $ tn



k ` t0 (t1 ; :::; tn ) , t0 (t1 ; :::; tn ; k)

k ` e *
) e
:::; in ) : e $  (i1 ; :::; in ; k) : e

t0 $ t0 ::: ` tm $ tm
k ` op
 (t1 ; :::; tm ) , op
 (t1 ; :::; tm ; k)
`

` t1 $ t1
k ` e2 *
) e3
) e2 k ` e3 *

k ` cond(t1 ; e2 ; e3 ) , cond(t1 ; e2 ; e3 )
` t0 $ 
t0

::: ` tn $ tn
k ` e *
) e
k ` let (i1 ; :::; in ) = (t1 ; :::; tn ) in e , let (i1 ; :::; in ) = (t1 ; :::; tn ) in e
` l0 $ 
l0

::: ` ln $ ln
k ` e *
) e


k ` letrec (i1 ; :::; in ) = (l1 ; :::; ln ) in e , letrec (i1 ; :::; in ) = (l1 ; :::; ln ) in e
k ` e *
k ` s1 , s1 ::: k ` sn , sn
) e
k ` combine ( (v1 ; :::; vn ) : e) (s1 ; :::; sn ) , schedule ( k : s1 ; :::;  k : sn ) ( (v1 ; :::; vn ) : e)

Figure 7: Inter-translation between CoreDS and CoreCPS
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4.1 Naming DS terms
The transformation from DS to CoreDS, Nd , maps a compound term in which some immediate subterms are serious
into a bind-expression naming all these serious subterms.
Replacing the serious terms by their names yields the body
of the bind-expression. For example,
Nd ((f x) (g x)) = bind (v; w) = (Nd (f x); Nd (g x))
in v w
 combine ( (v; w) : v w)
(Nd (f x); Nd (g x))
Naming all the serious subterms in a single bind-expression
preserves the sequencing order of the original term. The
formals of the bind-expressions introduced by Nd are fresh
names, which makes it dicult to compare CoreDS terms.
For simplicity we de ne equality on CoreDS terms to be
equality up to -equivalence of the formal parameters of
bind-expressions. This de nition of equality of CoreDS
terms makes Nd into a function. In practice, CoreDS terms
can be compared by simultaneously substituting fresh variables for all the formal parameters of bind-expressions [34].

4.3 A Galois connection
We now examine the relationship between Nd and Ud . While
the transformations are not inverses on all terms, there are
some terms, called normalized terms on which they are inverses. For each language we give a semantics-preserving
mapping from terms to normalized terms. Then, we show
that the partial orderings generated by these functions are
related as a Galois connection.
Naming and then unnaming a DS term produces the original DS term, but the converse is not true. As described in
the previous section, a bind-expression in the CoreDS term
may be residualized into a let-expression in the DS term.
These let-expressions remain let-expressions when translating back to CoreDS. These problematic CoreDS terms are
not in the image of Nd .

4.2 Unnaming CoreDS terms
Unnaming a CoreDS term with Ud corresponds to performing the administrative reductions of the DS transformation.
For each bind-expression, we either unfold all the bindings,
substituting each named term for its name, or we residualize
the entire bind-expression as a let-expression. Our strategy
is similar to that used in partial evaluation [3].
We rst consider the image of Nd . Because there are no
bind-expressions in DS, Nd never produces a bind-expression
where the body is another bind-expression. Additionally,
each name bound by a bind-expression occurs exactly once,
speci cally as one of the t's in the BNF production of the
body. If an expression denotes a CoreDS term in the image
of Nd , mapping it back to DS amounts to unfolding every
bind-expression. On such terms, naming and unnaming are
inverses.
In addition to the terms in the image of Nd , Ud must accommodate terms that result from transforming CPS terms
into CoreDS. Thus we extend it to the full BNF of CoreDS
terms. To maintain the sequencing order, we simply residualize as a let-expression any bind-expression that is not in
the image of the transformation from DS to CoreDS. For
example,

= Ud
We can trivially de ne a mapping SDS from DS terms
to normalized DS terms, because the transformations are
inverses on all DS terms. Hence we de ne
SDS [ e] = e
Although Ud and Nd are not inverses on all CoreDS
terms, the following equation

DS

Nd
o

Ud

/

CoreDS

More formally, Nd and Ud are related as follows:
( Ud  Nd = Identity
DS
Ud  Nd  Ud

= Nd  Ud
which can be easily veri ed using the above equations, shows
that they are inverses on terms that have been unnamed and
then named again. Thus we can de ne a mapping SCoreDS
from all CoreDS terms into the set of normalized CoreDS
terms, as follows
Nd  Ud  Nd  Ud

SCoreDS [ e] = Nd (Ud (e))

This mapping can be described inductively over CoreDS
terms. We rst give the rules for a bind-expression:
1. Whenever Ud residualizes bind (x1 ; :::) = (s1 ; :::) in e
as a let-expression,
SCoreDS[ bind (x1 ; :::) = (s1 ; :::) in e] =
bind (y1 ; :::) = (SCoreDS [ s1] ; :::)
in let (x1 ; :::) = (y1 ; :::) in SCoreDS [ e]

bind v = f x in g x
is transformed into the DS term
let v = f x in g x
More precisely, Ud unfolds a bind-expression whenever
1. The body is an application, a primitive operation, a
conditional expression, a let-expression, or, degenerately, an identi er and,
2. Each of the names bound by the bind-expression occurs exactly once and as one of the trivial subterms of
the body.
Otherwise the bind-expression is residualized into a letexpression.

2. Whenever Ud unfolds bind (x1 ; :::) = (s1 ; :::) in e, and
e is not an identi er,
SCoreDS[ bind (x1 ; :::) = (s1 ; :::) in e] =
bind (x1 ; :::) = (SCoreDS[ s1] ; :::) in SCoreDS[ e]
3. Finally,
SCoreDS[ bind x = s in x] = SCoreDS[ s]
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The rules for other terms are de ned by straightforward induction over the structure of the term, as in the second case
above.
Using the mappings SDS and SCoreDS we may de ne the
partial orders vDS and vCoreDS on DS and CoreDS terms respectively. These partial orders relate terms to semanticallyequivalent normalized terms, and are de ned as follows.
Again we use Stoy's diacritical convention of overlining DS
terms with an acute accent  and CoreDS terms with a grave
accent .
( e1 vDS e2 , e2 = e1
e1 vCoreDS e2

,

5.2 Naming CPS terms
The primary task of the DS transformation is to encode a
at, tail-recursive term into a tree-like (in general non-tail
recursive) term. This mapping from a at, string-like term
into a tree is reminiscent of parsing a concrete-syntax string
into an abstract-syntax tree. Indeed, the analogy holds for
CPS terms that encode the sequencing order of the DS language, e.g., left-to-right as in SML. For example, the CPS
term
 k : f (x;  v0 : g (x;  v1 : v0 (v1 ;  v2 : h (x;  v3 : v2 (v3 ; k)))))
straightforwardly yields
((f x)(g x)) (h x)
Terms that do not encode the sequencing order or that
may contain side-e ects or control-e ects require a more detailed analysis, particularly if the DS language is Scheme,
where the sequencing order of subexpressions is unspeci ed.
For example, the term
 k : f (x;  v0 : h (x;  v3 : g (x;  v1 : v0 (v1 ;  v2 : v2 (v3 ; k)))))
should yield
 x : let v0 = f x in let v3 = h x in (v0 (g x)) v3
We conjecture, however, that the sequencing order of
most CPS terms is overspeci ed, and thus for most terms
the straightforward tree-building algorithm applies. In any
case, an e ect analysis would come in handy here.

e2 = Nd (Ud (e1 ))

Together these two equations imply a Galois connection [24]:
e1 vDS Ud (e2 ) , Nd (e1 ) wCoreDS e2
4.4 Conclusion
CoreDS was introduced as an intermediate language where
the result of every serious expression is explicitly named, on
the motivation that, given a CoreDS term, continuations can
be introduced with local and structure-preserving rewrite
rules. In this section, we have described the mappings Nd
and Ud between plain DS terms and CoreDS terms. Several CoreDS terms may encode a single DS term. We have
characterized this exibility with a Galois connection, and
have speci ed the corresponding partial orders on DS and
on CoreDS terms.
5 CoreCPS and CPS
In CoreCPS, intermediate continuations must be named,
whereas in CPS they may occur anonymously. Thus the
transformations between these two languages simply amount
to introducing or reducing redexes that name continuations.
Because the sequencing order of CPS is explicit, while that of
CoreCPS is implicit in the de nition of schedule, some care
must be taken in the transformation from CPS to CoreCPS
to preserve the intent of the CPS term.
CoreCPS

Uc
o

Nc

/

5.2.1 Canonically-sequentialized CPS terms
The task in naming a CPS term is to reconstruct the tree
structure of the original DS term, hiding the sequencing order in the de nition of the schedule operator. A CPS term
essentially encodes a post x traversal of this tree [7]. Each
expression is evaluated tail-recursively and yields a value
that is denoted by the actual parameter of the continuation.
Once a parameter is used in a term to yield a new value, it
is never used again. Thus the problem of constructing a tree
from a CPS expression is analogous to the problem of parsing a program written in a post x language. In particular,
independent subexpressions in a CPS term can be naturally
detected using a stack.
The transformation Nc traverses the continuation, pushing the temporaries (i.e., the continuation parameters) on
a stack. At consumption points (i.e., where the continuation parameters occur), we pop the stack and match the
temporaries according to the sequencing order of the target
DS language. For example, if the target language is SML
where the sequencing order is left-to-right, then a pre x of
the stack must equal the sequence of the temporaries of the
expression. On the other hand, if the target language is
Scheme where the sequencing order is unspeci ed, then we
only require that the temporaries in the expression be equal
to the set of temporaries on top of the stack.
In a CPS term that encodes the sequencing order of the
DS language canonically, the temporaries on the top of the
stack are always the ones required. The evaluation of the
corresponding expressions does not need to be explicitly sequenced.

CPS

5.1 Unnaming Core CPS terms
The transformation Uc unnames CoreCPS terms by (1)
choosing a sequencing order and simplifying the scheduleexpressions, and (2) by performing administrative reductions over the resulting CPS term [29].
Choosing a sequencing order amounts to selecting a definition of schedule. The following function schedule 2 sequences two computations from left to right:
schedule 2 =  (c1; c2 ) :   : c1 ( v1 : c2 ( v2 :  (v1 ; v2 )))
Simplifying a schedule-expression amounts to moving its semantics into the syntax of the CPS term.
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5.2.2 Other CPS terms
A CPS term is not, however, constrained to re ect precisely
a post x traversal of some tree. Temporaries need not be
declared in a last-in, rst-out fashion. If a subexpression
is evaluated early, then the CPS term re ects a sequencing
constraint that should be preserved in the CoreCPS term. In
this case the temporaries at the top of the stack are not the
temporaries required for the current expression, since one
denotes the subexpression evaluated early. In that situation
the expressions denoted by all the variables lower on the
stack must be explicitly sequenced in the CoreCPS result.

( Nc  Uc  Nc =

= Uc
These equations imply the following:
( Uc  Nc  Uc  Nc = Uc  Nc
Uc  Nc  Uc

= Nc  Uc
which say that the transformations are inverses on terms
that have been named and unnamed once. We can thus
de ne the functions SCPS and SCoreCPS, which normalize
CPS and CoreCPS terms respectively.
( SCPS [ e] = Uc (Nc (e))
Nc  Uc  Nc  Uc

5.2.3 Computational e ects
Side e ects and control e ects do not raise particular problems in a language where sequencing order is xed. In a
language such as Scheme, however, some kind of e ect analysis is needed to avoid assuming that every expression has a
computational e ect | otherwise we would have to translate a term such as
 (x; k) : f (x;  v0 : g (x;  v1 : v0 (v1 ; k)))
into
 x : let v0 = f x in v0 (g x)
instead of
 x : f x (g x)
Given safe e ect information, a CPS term can be staged
using the above algorithm, modi ed to sequentialize subterms that may contain e ects.

SCoreCPS[ e]

= Nc (Uc (e))
SCPS and SCoreCPS can be de ned inductively over source
terms using the observations outlined above. SCoreCPS must
be de ned relative to a xed sequencing order.
Using the mappings SCPS and SCoreCPS we may de ne
the partial orders vCPS and vCoreCPS on CPS and CoreCPS
terms respectively. These partial orders relate terms to
semantically-equivalent normalized terms, and are de ned
as follows. Again we use Stoy's diacritical convention of
overlining CPS terms with an acute accent  and CoreCPS
terms with a grave accent .
( e1 vCPS e2 , e2 = Uc (Nc (e1 ))
e1 vCoreCPS e2

Uc
o

Nc

/

,

e2 = Nc (Uc (e1 ))

Together these two equations imply a Galois connection:
e1 vCPS Ud (e2 ) , Nd (e1 ) wCoreCPS e2

5.3 A Galois connection
We now examine to what extent Nc and Uc are inverses.
For each language we give a semantics-preserving mapping
from terms to normalized terms. Then, we show that the
partial orderings generated by these functions are related as
a Galois connection.
As in the case of the naming and unnaming of DS terms
(cf. Section 4.3), the naming and unnaming of CPS terms
are not inverse transformations. In fact the transformations
are not inverses on either CoreCPS or CPS terms.
CoreCPS

Nc

5.4 Conclusion
The administrative reductions of the full CPS transformation make it dicult to predict the shape of the result of
transforming a DS expression. We have isolated these administrative reductions in the transformation from CoreCPS
to CPS. The de nition of the partial order on CoreCPS
terms shows how the administrative reductions a ect the
shape of a term.
The partial order on CPS terms re ects a mismatch between how contexts may be speci ed in CPS and how they
are speci ed in DS. Thus there is some exibility in the
relationship between CoreCPS and CPS terms. We have
characterized this exibility as a Galois connection.

CPS

Naming and unnaming are not inverse transformations on CPS terms because let-expressions may name
continuations that are used only once. Nc transforms all continuation-naming let-expressions into scheduleexpressions. When the term is transformed back into
CoreCPS a continuation-naming let-expression is introduced
only if the continuation identi er occurs more than once.
Thus the transformations are not inverses on CPS terms
containing useless let-expressions. Because Uc does not produce these useless let-expressions, the transformations are
inverses on the result of unnaming CoreCPS terms.
The transformations are not inverses on CoreCPS terms
because Uc moves nested let- and letrec-expressions outward. Because Nc does not create nested let- and letrecexpressions, the transformations are inverses on the result
of naming CPS terms.
More formally, Nc and Uc are related as follows:

5.5 Caveat
This particular partial order may not be the most appropriate one, though, because the introduction and elimination
of continuations is not order-preserving. For example,
bind v = f x
vCoreDS bind v0 = f x
in bind w = g x
in let v = v0
in v w
in bind w = g x
in v w
but introducing continuations in these two terms as speci ed
by Figure 7 does not yield two terms that are related by
the partial order vCoreCPS . We are currently looking for
partial orders that would be preserved by the introduction
and elimination of continuations.
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6 First-Class Continuations (outline)
In an earlier work [11], we describe how to handle rstclass continuations in the DS transformation. The technique
scales up to the staged transformation. Brie y stated, we
instrument the BNF of CPS terms with the set of all the
continuation identi ers that are lexically visible, and we relax the constraint that only the current continuation be applied. Instead we let any continuation identi er be applied.
Then we analyze CPS terms to determine whether a continuation k is used exceptionally in a term e. We then need
to distinguish terms where continuations are declared. Any
declaration of a continuation that is used exceptionally is
translated into a call/cc. Conversely, any application of a
continuation that is not the current one is translated into
a throw. Correspondingly, we instrument the BNF of DS
terms with the set of all rst-class continuation identi ers
that are lexically visible, and we enforce that only a continuation identi er can be thrown values.

out this commitment by separating stages in the CPS transformation:
Proposition 1 (CPS transformation) Naming serious
subterms in a DS term, introducing continuations in the resulting CoreDS term, choosing a sequencing order, and unnaming the resulting CoreCPS term amount to transforming
the DS term into CPS with respect to the same sequencing
order.
Proof: By composition. Unnaming the CoreCPS term
amounts to performing the administrative reductions of the
CPS transformation.
2

7 A complete example
We consider the binary tree speci ed by the data type
in Figure 8. This declaration and the corresponding control
structure caseType are inspired by SML and used in Consel's
partial evaluator Schism [5]. We are using them for readability. Also for readability, we have maintained direct-style
primitive operators in Figures 11 and 12.
Let us determine whether a given tree of positive numbers \weighs" more than a given number. Rather than rst
computing the weight of the tree and then comparing this
weight with the number, we combine the comparison with
computation of the weight, using call/cc to abort the computation as soon as the weight exceeds the number. This
leads to more comparisons on average but to a potentially
shorter tree traversal. The corresponding direct-style program is given in Figure 9.
Let us transform this program into CoreDS by naming
all intermediate (i.e., temporary) values. The result is given
in Figure 10.
We now turn this program into CoreCPS. Thanks to
bind, the evaluation steps are explicit and we can express
them as continuation abstractions, using a schedule expression to sequentialize these abstractions. The resulting program is given in Figure 11.
Finally, we can choose e.g., left-to-right sequencing order
to transform the CoreCPS program into CPS. The resulting
CPS program is given in Figure 12.
Each step is reversible. First, continuations are named
and continuation extensions (and thus sequencing order) are
abstracted, thereby going from the CPS program of Figure
12 to the CoreCPS program of Figure 11. Second, continuation abstractions are turned into evaluations of expressions,
thus going from the CoreCPS program of Figure 11 to the
CoreDS program of Figure 10. Third, expressions are inlined (provided the order of their evaluation does not conict), leading from the CoreDS program of Figure 10 to the
DS program of Figure 9.

amounts to performing the administrative reductions of the
DS transformation.
2

Proposition 2 (DS transformation) Naming continuations in a CPS term, eliminating continuations in the resulting CoreCPS term, and unnaming the resulting CoreDS
term amount to transforming the CPS term into DS, respecting the sequencing order.

Proof: By composition. Unnaming the CoreDS term

Fundamentally, we have isolated the heart of the CPS
and of the DS transformations | i.e., the introduction
and elimination of continuations | with local, structurepreserving, and reversible rewrite rules.
The CPS and the DS transformations looked complicated
because of red tape | the administrative reductions [29].
We have isolated this red tape and characterized it with two
Galois connections: naming and unnaming of DS and CPS
terms.
DS

introduction of

naming
values
/

naming

Core continuations Core continuations CPS
DS elimination of CPS
/

o

/

o

o

Galois
connection

continuations
bijection

Galois
connection

This staging scales up to the call-by-name CPS transformation [29] because this transformation can be staged into
(1) thunk introduction and (2) call-by-value CPS transformation [10]. Thus the call-by-value CPS transformation is
a more basic CPS transformation, in some sense.
9 Issues and Future Work
The CPS transformation must o er useful properties because it is used in many places: for ow analysis [32], for
parallelization [19], for compiling [1, 33], and for partial evaluation [2, 6], to name a few. Yet it is not easy to pinpoint
which properties CPS o ers that are not already there in DS,
besides the obvious: CPS terms are a subset of DS terms and
thus they can be modeled and processed in a simpler way. A
staged CPS-transformation such as the one presented here
enables one to examine each stage to determine which one
triggers which property.
To this end, we need to re ne the partial order over
CoreDS and CoreCPS terms because the introduction and
elimination of continuations is not order-preserving, currently (cf. Section 5.5). Better partial-orders would make
it possible to consider the transformation over a least term.

8 Conclusion
CPS is generally agreed to be useful but it overcommits a
program to a particular sequentialization. We have factored
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(defineType Tree
(Leaf value)
(Node left right))

Figure 8: Binary tree datatype declaration

(define overweight?
(lambda (x t)
(call/cc
(lambda (c)
(letrec ([traverse
(lambda (t)
(let ([w (caseType t
[(Leaf value) value]
[(Node left right)
(+ (traverse left) (traverse right))])])
(if (> w x)
(throw c #t)
w)))])
(let ([_ (traverse t)])
#f))))))

Figure 9: DS program

(define overweight?
(lambda (x t)
(call/cc
(lambda (c)
(letrec ([traverse
(lambda (t)
(let ([w (caseType t
[(Leaf value) value]
[(Node left right)
(bind ([l (traverse left)]
[r (traverse right)])
(+ l r))])])
(if (> w x)
(throw c #t)
w)))])
(bind ([v (traverse t)])
(let ([_ v])
#f)))))))

Figure 10: Staged DS program (all intermediate values are named)
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(define overweight?
(lambda (x t c)
(letrec ([traverse
(lambda (t k)
(let ([k (lambda (v)
(let ([w v])
(if (> w x)
(c #t)
(k w))))])
(caseType t
[(Leaf value) (k value)]
[(Node left right)
(schedule (list (lambda
(lambda
(lambda (l r) (k (+ l
(schedule (list (lambda (k) (traverse
(lambda (v)
(let ([_ v])
(c #f))))))

(k) (traverse left k))
(k) (traverse right k)))
r))))])))])
t k)))

Figure 11: Staged CPS program (all intermediate continuations are abstracted)

(define overweight?
(lambda (x t c)
(letrec ([traverse
(lambda (t k)
(let ([k (lambda (v)
(let ([w v])
(if (> w x)
(c #t)
(k w))))])
(caseType t
[(Leaf value) (k value)]
[(Node left right)
(traverse left (lambda (l)
(traverse right (lambda (r)
(k (+ l r))))))])))])
(traverse t (lambda (v)
(let ([_ v])
(c #f)))))))

Figure 12: CPS program with left-to-right sequencing order

E

where

[ (E0

]   = aplis (permute hE [ E0] ; :::; E [ En] i)
(( h0 ; 1; :::; n i : applicate 0 h1 ; :::; n i )  unpermute)

E1 ... En )

K

permute
unpermute
applicate
single
aplis
aplis

=
:
:
:
:
:
=

E ! C

K!C
! K!C 
E  ! E
E ! E ! K ! C
E!C ! K
 ! K ! C
K ! C

(

)

(
(

)

(

)

)

 hf0 ; :::; fni :   : f0 (single( 0 : :::fn (single( n :  h0 ; :::; n i)):::))

and aplis is the only new auxiliary function in the formal semantics of Scheme.
Figure 13: Denotational semantics of applications, in Scheme (fragment)
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E

where

[ (E0

]   = schedule hE [ E0] ; :::; E [ En] i
( h0 ; 1; :::; n i : applicate 0 h1 ; :::; n i )

E1 ... En )

K = E ! C
schedule : (K ! C) ! K ! C
applicate : E ! E ! K ! C

and schedule is the only new auxiliary function in the formal semantics of Scheme.
Figure 14: Denotational semantics of applications, in Scheme (revised fragment)
Then we could determine to which extent it would be sufcient to simplify a term within the same style (i.e., DS,
CoreDS, CoreCPS, or CPS) rather than transforming it into
another style.

10.2 Compile-time analyses
Let us now assess the new possibilities o ered by this
staged transformation, and whether we can isolate the usefulness of the CPS transformation into one of the stages.
CoreCPS seems quite promising as an intermediate language
for compile-time analyses. It enjoys many of the useful properties of both DS and CPS.
Instantiating a CoreCPS term with any scheduling strategy yields a CPS term. Therefore, CoreCPS enjoys the same
traditional advantages 4as CPS and leads to naturally forward program analyses [6] and simpler program analyzers
[32]. Accordingly, compile-time analyses still yield more precise results, both intra-procedurally and inter-procedurally
[2, 6], given CoreCPS-transformed terms [28].
Compile-time analyses bene t from CPS to di ering degrees. Binding-time analysis produces better information on
CPS terms because information moves across the boundaries
of conditionals and procedure calls. Here sequencing order is
irrelevant, so ordinary CPS is adequate. On the other hand,
while the fact that sequencing order is explicit in CPS terms
improves single-threading detection, Fradet observes that
whether a variable is classi ed to be single-threaded may
depend on the choice of the sequencing order [15]. By maintaining the boundaries between independent subexpressions,
CoreCPS allows the single-threading analysis to determine
the best sequencing order for each expression locally, when
it makes a di erence. Finally, some analyses do not bene t
from CPS transforming the source program. For example,
analyses for register allocation require reordering independent subexpressions to produce useful results. This reordering is notoriously complex on CPS terms, but in CoreCPS
the independent subexpressions are easily accessible. The
analysis can proceed almost unchanged, taking advantage
of the bijection between CoreCPS and CoreDS terms.

10 Applications
10.1 The Scheme programming language
A few years ago [20], Jones and Muchnick proposed a programming language design based on binding times | including lexical-analysis time, syntax-analysis time, macroexpansion time, semantics-analysis time, code-generation
time, link-time, and run-time. They also proposed that the
compiler for such an ideal programming language should be
structured in phases corresponding to each of the binding
times, and that no reference should be made to an earlier
binding time. Our staged CPS- and DS-transformations follow this spirit by separating evaluation order from sequencing order. They can also be applied to the Scheme programming language as follows.
According to the semantics of Scheme [4], sub-expressions in an application are evaluated in an unspeci ed
order (a controversial issue among Scheme programmers).
Our CPS transformation remains uncommitted with respect
to the sequencing order and thus it suggests we rephrase a
part of the Scheme semantics as follows.
The formal semantics of Scheme [4, Sections 7.2.3
& 7.2.4] uses two inverse functions permute and unpermute to ensure the sequencing-order independence of subexpressions in an application. These functions map a piece
of abstract syntax into a new piece of abstract syntax, hiding
the fact that this semantics is actually compositional [35].
From the point of view of binding-times, this speci cation
freezes the sequencing order at syntax-analysis time. Our
uncommitted CPS transformation enables one to delay this
permutation until a later binding-time, by permuting the
computations of these sub-expressions. Figure 13 presents
the new fragment specifying the semantics of applications,
and Figure 14 re-expresses it in terms of schedule.
In addition, unscheduled CPS introduces a new style of
CPS programming, without oversequentialization, e.g., to
simulate nondeterminism.
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